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VIDEO NOTES
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My number one takeaway from this video
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THE TWO WHOS
Many business owners get their start with the encouragement of Nike’s “Just do it” slogan; 

they jump out and start building a business. They’ve got the idea, perhaps they’ve even 

seen a similar model to copy. Building is going to be easy. But what these business owners 

don’t realize is that beginning construction without a proper foundation is dangerous.

Professional construction workers know that the larger the building you build, the deeper 

the foundation required to support the structure. A proper foundation in business is no 

different and starting a business without the correct foundation walls to protect your 

business places you at risk. One of the first components of setting proper boundaries for 

your foundation is you as who. But it’s more than your personality. It’s also the things that 

make you the way you are.

The second who is your ideal customer. And learning who your ideal customer is should 

come before you figure out what you’re selling and how you’re selling to them. Otherwise, 

you’ll spend time and money creating and selling a product or service that everyone should 

want but no one will buy.

TEACHING YOU TO FISH
There is a famous saying, “Give a man a fish and you feed him for a day. Teach a man to fish 

and you feed him for a lifetime.” Such a true statement. However, teaching someone to fish 

includes equipping them to fish and equipping includes training and education.

If you’ve ever been fishing, then you know that fishing can be done at a pond, on a lake, at 

the ocean or in a river. Each location has it’s types of fish and each fish needs a special type 

of bait, rod and reel. If you don’t know what specific type of fish you’re hoping to catch and 

where to catch them, you’ll be unsuccessful in feeding your family that day.
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Understanding what kind of fish you’re looking to catch is important, just like knowing 

exactly who you’re supposed to serve in business is important. For example, if you’re 

ocean-fishing, some fish can be caught closer to the ocean shore whereas other fish 

require a day-long trip out on the water before you’re near where those fish can be found. 

Consider the following:

Notice how what kind of “fish” you want to catch determines everything else. The type 

of fish you want to catch determines what you’ll bait your hook with. You cannot catch 

swordfish with catfish bait. You can’t catch swordfish in a boat, on a lake, with a small 

fishing rod. You need to have a specific size and speed of boat, a specific rod and reel, 

support, bait and location. You must know your water type.

These answers would also clue you in to what type of journey you’ll be taking to catch your 

swordfish, how long you’ll be gone, what type of preparations you’ll need to make in order 

to reel in and prep the fish for storage and traveling and more1 . Just like in fishing, every 

decision begins with knowing your fish-type, everything in business is founded on knowing 

your who, your target customer. 

>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >

>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >

>  >  >  >  >  >  >  >

       >  >  >  >  >  >

  >  >  > 

  >  >  >  >

Fish type

Bait type

Boat type

Location of body of water

Location of fish in water

(e.g., proximity to shore)

Rod and reel type

Ideal customer (called an Avatar)

What is the Avatar’s greatest felt need / desire / pain

How you’ll get to your Avatar (i.e., what kind of 

marketing you’ll use)

Where is your Avatar located? (e.g., Sports events, 

restaurants)

How long might it take your Avatar to know / like / 

trust you?

How will you get bait to people and then reel them in 

(e.g., phone calls, emails and software)?

1 Length of time to ‘catch’ your fish, your who, matters because you may fail to plan properly with your finances or promises 
for ROI to investors, placing you in a position that may fail to sustain you. 
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CHOOSE YOUR FISH
The better you know who you’re serving, the easier every other aspect of business is, in-

cluding marketing, writing copy, running ads on social media and more.

Your who 

What your who would be interested in checking out / need 
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How will you get to your who 

Who does your who associate with?

What type of locations / groups / social places does your who frequent 
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How long will it take to reach your who 

What do you need to bring in the who with finances? Time? Energy? 

WHAT’S YOUR OFFER
Now that you know what kind of business model you can sustain and who you’ll be serv-

ing using your own areas of breakthrough, what will you be offering them? Offers should 

address one of two things:

 1. Alleviate pain

 2. Bring pleasure
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If you can solve a problem for a client or offer them the opportunity to have something of 

great value to them, asking for payment becomes quite simple. Ask yourself the following 

questions:

What can I fix for someone that I have fixed for myself? 

Who can I fix this problem for? 
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Who has money to pay me to fix this problem? 

What problem does your product or service or experience solve? 

A great example of alleviating a pain would be looking at someone who’s struggling with 

depression from weight gain. The pain they have from being overweight touches every 

area of their life, including:

           Energy

           Medication

           Lifestyle

           Relationships

           Hope
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Ask them to be honest with their pain and all it’s effects:

           What is it costing you to live with this problem? 

 In your marriage?

 In your health?

 With your energy?

Do not minimize the skills and talents that may come easily to you or the experiences 

you’ve been through to identify with this person. This diminishes your value, your self-

confidence and your ability to ask for payment for the success you bring.

WHAT YOU DO AND WHY
Knowing what you do and why will influence what you choose for your business name and 

how you position your business in person and online. However, these are secondary to 

knowing what your ultimate goal is in business. 

Setting business goals has everything to do with understanding how you’re wired to think, 

respond, make decisions and steward relationships. To know what you want for business 

has as much to do with achievements as it does with defining what rich means and looks 

like to you.

Answering questions such as these will hopefully help you realize that your goals shouldn’t 

be based only on your current season, your current needs, your current finances. If you 

build on temporary situations, you’ll more than likely find yourself in a model that is neither 

appealing, practical or sustainable. And such a model will drain any richness you could have 

from you.
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What are my goals for business?  

Why do I want to achieve the business goals I’ve set? 

What does rich look like to me? Is it a certain amount of money in the bank? Is it lifestyle 

freedom? Is it schedule-based or lifestyle based? 
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What am I working for and toward? 

What is my ultimate goal for business? For lifestyle? For family?   

Does my spouse / partner share my same goals? Risk tolerance? Can I spend money 

without causing anxiety in our relationship?  
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What kind of boundaries do I need for rest, relationship and growth in order to perform 

my best?  

When you know yourself and your goals well, you’ll find it easier to stay on track with your 

business growth by saying no to good things and yes to great things.
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